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A STRONG GEOMETRIC HYPERBOLICITY PROPERTY

FOR DIRECTED GRAPHS AND MONOIDS

ROBERT GRAY1 and MARK KAMBITES2

Abstract. We introduce and study a strong “thin triangle” condition
for directed graphs, which generalises the usual notion of hyperbolic-
ity for a metric space. We prove that finitely generated left cancellative
monoids whose right Cayley graphs satisfy this condition must be finitely
presented with polynomial Dehn functions, and hence word problems in
NP . Under the additional assumption of right cancellativity (or in some
cases the weaker condition of bounded indegree), they also admit algo-
rithms for more fundamentally semigroup-theoretic decision problems
such as Green’s relations L, R, J , D and the corresponding pre-orders.

In contrast, we exhibit a right cancellative (but not left cancella-
tive) finitely generated monoid (in fact, an infinite class of them) whose
Cayley graph is a essentially a tree (hence hyperbolic in our sense and
probably any reasonable sense), but which is not even recursively pre-
sentable. This seems to be strong evidence that no geometric notion
of hyperbolicity will be strong enough to yield much information about
finitely generated monoids in absolute generality.

1. Introduction

Over the past half century, combinatorial group theory has been increas-
ing dominated by ideas from geometry. One of the most successful aspects is
the theory of word hyperbolic groups, in which a simple, combinatorial notion
of negative curvature for a group Cayley graph is used to give tight control
on the geometric, combinatorial and even computational structure of the
group [20]. The question naturally arises of whether these geometric tech-
niques are particular to groups, or if they apply to a wider class of monoids.
There are numerous equivalent characterisations of word hyperbolic groups,
which lead to different (non-equivalent) ways in which one could define a
word hyperbolic monoid. For example, a finitely presented group is word
hyperbolic exactly if it has linear Dehn function, and this property can also
be studied for monoids [10, 29]. A beautiful theorem of Gilman [16] char-
acterises hyperbolic groups as those which admit context-free multiplication
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2 HYPERBOLICITY FOR DIRECTED GRAPHS AND MONOIDS

tables: several authors have studied the class of monoids satisfying this and
similar conditions [9, 11, 14, 22]. Another approach is to treat a monoid
Cayley graph as an undirected graph, and require that it be a hyperbolic
[9, 13, 15] metric space. In general, the directional information in a monoid
or semigroup Cayley graph is of crucial importance in understanding the
algebraic structure (and most especially the ideal structure) of the monoid,
and it is unreasonable to expect much control from any condition on the
Cayley graph which disregards the directed structure. For example, it is
easily seen that any finitely generated semigroup with a zero element will
have undirected Cayley graph of bounded diameter 2. However, this ap-
proach does seem to have some merit in classes of semigroups with a very
restricted ideal structure, such as completely simple semigroups [15].

Here we propose a new way in which hyperbolicity conditions can be ex-
tended to cancellative monoids, in a way which is geometric but does not
artificially impose a metric structure on the monoid. Specifically, we in-
troduce (in Section 2 below) and study a strong “directed thin triangle”
condition for directed graphs, which generalises the usual notion of hyper-
bolicity for a metric space. We prove (in Section 4) that a finitely generated
left cancellative monoid whose Cayley graph satisfies this condition must
be finitely presented with polynomial Dehn function, and hence solvable
(indeed, non-deterministic polynomial time) word problem. Under addi-
tional right cancellativity assumptions, we also show (Section 6) that such a
monoid admits algorithms for more fundamentally semigroup-theoretic de-
cision problems, including Greens’ equivalence relations L, R, J , and D
and corresponding pre-orders. These results suggest that, for at least the
class of left cancellative monoids, our thin triangle condition carries with
it some genuinely “hyperbolic” structure. Truly geometric methods for left
cancellative monoids (see for example [19]) are of considerable interest, for
example because the word problem for one-relation monoids (arguably the
most significant open question in semigroup theory) is reducible to the left
cancellative case [2]. The relationship between one-relator presentations and
hyperbolicity for groups has been studied in for example [23].

We have noted that previous notions of hyperbolicity for monoids appear
to be too weak, in the sense that they do not suffice to control the behaviour
of the monoid in other ways. In contrast, our new definition yields a great
deal of control on the monoid but may perhaps be too strong, in that there
are examples of “well-behaved” cancellative monoids which one might in-
tuitively expect to be hyperbolic but which do not satisfy this condition.
It remains a very interesting and important open question whether there
is an intermediate notion which encapsulates a wider class of cancellative
monoids while still yielding information comparable with that obtained for
groups.

All of the above discussion applies to cancellative (and in some respects
left cancellative) monoids. In the more general case of monoids without a
cancellativity condition, we suspect there is no meaningful definition of hy-
perbolicity. In Section 7, we give an elementary way to construct finitely
generated monoids (right cancellative but not left cancellative) whose Cayley
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graphs are essentially trees (and hence likely to be hyperbolic in any reason-
able geometric sense), but which need not even be recursively presentable.
This seems to be very strong evidence that no geometric hyperbolicity-type
condition on a Cayley graph will will impose much control on a general
monoid.

2. Directed Graphs and Thin Triangles

The main objects of study in this paper are directed graphs, which we al-
low to have loops and multiple directed edges. We shall view directed graphs
chiefly as sets of vertices with an asymmetric, partially defined “distance”
function given by setting d(u, v) to be the shortest length of a directed path
from u to v if there is such a path, or ∞ otherwise. (In particular, when
viewed in this way, it is unimportant whether the digraph has loops and/or
multiple edges.) With this convention a directed graph is a semimetric space
of the kind studied in [17, 18, 19].

In more detail, let R
∞ denote the set R

≥0 ∪ {∞} of non-negative real
numbers with ∞ adjoined. We equip it with the obvious order, addition
and multiplication, leaving 0∞ undefined. Now let X be a set. A function
d : X ×X → R

∞ is called a semimetric on X if:

(i) d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y; and
(ii) d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)

for all x, y, z ∈ X. A set equipped with a semimetric on it is a semimetric
space. In particular any directed graph is a semimetric space, where the dis-
tance between two vertices defined to be the length of the shortest directed
path between them, or ∞ if there is no such path.

If X is a directed graph, the underlying undirected graph of X is the graph
with the same vertex set and an edge from x to y whenever there is an edge
from x to y or an edge from y to x. In particular, if in the directed graph
there are multiple directed edges connecting a given pair of vertices, then
in the underlying undirected graph there will be a single undirected edge
joining this pair of vertices.

Now let X be a directed graph (or semimetric space), x0 ∈ X be a point,
and r be a positive real number or ∞. The out-ball of radius r based at x0
is

−→
B r(x0) = {y ∈ X | d(x0, y) ≤ r}.

Dually, the in-ball of radius r based at x0 is defined by
←−
B r(x0) = {y ∈ X | d(y, x0) ≤ r},

and the strong ball of radius r based at x0 is

Br(x0) =
−→
B r(x0) ∩

←−
B r(x0).

If S is a set of points then
−→
B r(S),

←−
B r(S) and Br(x0) are defined to be the

unions of the appropriate out-balls, in-balls and strong balls respectively
around points in S.

A directed graph (or semimetric space) is called δ-bounded if no finite
distance in the space exceeds δ (although there may be points at distance
∞ in one or both directions). It is called bounded if it is δ-bounded for some
finite δ.
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qp

←−
B δ(q)

−→
B δ(p)

Figure 1. A schematic illustration of a δ-thin directed geo-
desic triangle in a directed graph: each side of the triangle is
contained in the union of the δ-outball around the side that
meets its initial vertex, and the δ-inball around the side that
meets its terminal vertex.

For n ≥ 0, a path [of length n in a directed graph X] is a sequence
[x0, . . . , xn] of vertices such that X has an edge from xi to xi+1 for 0 ≤ i < n.
The vertices x0 and xn are the start and end of the path, respectively, and
are denoted ιp and τp. The path is called a geodesic if n = d(x0, xn). A
path is called simple if it does not contain a repeated vertex.

Now let p = [x0, . . . , xn] and q = [y0, . . . , ym] be paths in X. We say that
p and q are parallel if x0 = y0 and xn = ym, and we write p ‖ q. The paths
p and q are composable if xn = y0, in which case we define p ◦ q to be the
path [x0, . . . , xn−1, y0, . . . , ym]. A geodesic triangle in X is an ordered triple
(p, q, r) of geodesics such that p and q are composable, and p ◦ q is parallel
to r.

Definition 2.1. Let δ be a non-negative real number. A geodesic triangle
in a directed graph is δ-thin if each side x is contained in the union of the
out-balls of radius δ around points on the side of the triangle meeting the
start of x, together with the in-balls of radius δ around points on the side of
the triangle meeting the end of x.

This definition is illustrated schematically in Figure 1. Note that although
the three sides of a directed triangle play different roles, the definition treats
them in a uniform way. Made explicit, the definition says that a directed
geodesic triangle (p, q, r) is δ-thin if:

• every vertex in r is contained within the union of the out-balls of
radius δ around vertices in p, and the in-balls of radius δ around
vertices in q; and
• every vertex in p is contained within the union of the out-balls of
radius δ around vertices in r, and the in-balls of radius δ around
vertices in q; and
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• every vertex in q is contained within the union of the out-balls of
radius δ around vertices in p, and the in-balls of radius δ around
vertices in r.

Definition 2.2. A directed graph is called strongly δ-hyperbolic if all of its
geodesic triangles are δ-thin.

Given an undirected graph Y we say that this graph is strongly δ-hyperbolic
if the digraph obtained by replacing each edge of Y by a pair of oppositely
oriented directed edges is strongly δ-hyperbolic. With this definition an
undirected graph is strongly δ-hyperbolic if and only if it is δ-hyperbolic in
the classical sense (viewed as a metric space).

The following propositions give some basic examples of strongly hyper-
bolic directed graphs.

Proposition 2.3. Any δ-bounded directed graph is strongly δ-hyperbolic.

Proof. Since δ is an upper bound on the finite distances in the graph, it is an
upper bound on the length of geodesics in the graph. It follows that every
vertex within a directed geodesic triangle is contained with an out-ball of
radius δ around its start point, which suffices to show that every directed
geodesic triangle is δ-thin. �

Proposition 2.4. Let X be a directed graph whose underlying undirected
graph is a tree. Then X is strongly 0-hyperbolic.

Proof. Let Y be the undirected graph underlying X, and let (p, q, r) be a
directed geodesic triangle in X. Then in particular p, q and r represent
simple paths in X, and hence also in Y . Since Y is a tree and p◦q is parallel
to r, it follows that there is a prefix p′ of p and a suffix q′ of q such that
r = p′q′. But then every vertex of r lies on either p or q. Similar arguments
show that every vertex of p also lies on q or r, and every vertex of q also lies
on p or r. This suffices to show that X is strongly 0-hyperbolic. �

Note however that it is not the case in general that if the underlying
undirected graph of a digraphX is hyperbolic then X itself must be strongly
hyperbolic. A counterexample may easily be constructed by taking a digraph
X that is not strongly hyperbolic, and considering the digraph X0 obtained
fromX by adding an extra vertex z and an edge from every vertex to z. Then
by Proposition 2.6 below the digraph X0 will not be strongly hyperbolic,
while the underlying undirected graph of X0 will be strongly hyperbolic,
since it has bounded diameter.

Associated with any semimetric space X is a natural preorder . relation
given by x . y if and only if d(y, x) < ∞. Let ∼ denote the equivalence
relation given by x ∼ y if and only if x . y and y . x. We call the ∼-classes
the strongly connected components of X.

Proposition 2.5. If X is a strongly δ-hyperbolic directed graph, then every
strongly connected component of X is strongly δ-hyperbolic.

Proof. Let Y be a strongly connected component of a strongly δ-hyperbolic
graph X. First note that since no directed paths between vertices of Y pass
outside Y , distances between vertices in Y are the same in Y as in X. It
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Figure 2. An infinite directed grid, giving an example of a
directed graph that is strongly δ-hyperbolic (since there are
no directed geodesic triangles) but such that the underlying
undirected graph is not δ-hyperbolic.

follows that every directed geodesic triangle in Y is also a directed geodesic
triangle in X, and hence is δ-thin in X. Since distances are the same in X
as in Y , it follows that every directed geodesic triangle in Y is δ-thin in Y .
Thus, Y is strongly δ-hyperbolic. �

Proposition 2.6. Let X be a directed graph, and let X0 be the directed
graph obtained from X by adding an extra vertex z and an edge from every
vertex of X0 to the vertex z. If X is strongly δ-hyperbolic then X0 is strongly
max(1, δ)-hyperbolic. Conversely, if X0 is strongly δ-hyperbolic then X is
strongly δ-hyperbolic.

Proof. Suppose X is strongly δ-hyperbolic, and let (p, q, r) be a directed
geodesic triangle in X0. If (p, q, r) lies entirely in X then it is δ-thin in X,
and hence in X0. Otherwise, it contains the vertex z, and since there are
no non-loop edges out of z, it follows that the common end-point of q and r
is z. But since q and r are geodesics and there are edges from every vertex
of X to the vertex z, it follows that q and r are sides of length 1, and the
only vertices on them are the vertices of the triangle. Thus, every vertex
on q is either on p or r, and every point on r is either on p or q. Finally,
every point on p is contained in an in-ball of radius 1 about z, which lies on
q. Thus, the triangle is 1-thin. Hence, X0 is strongly φ-hyperbolic where
φ = max(1, δ).

The converse follows from Proposition 2.5, since X is a strongly connected
component in X0. �

3. Triangle and Polygon Inequalities

One of the difficulties of working with semimetric spaces is the limited
nature of the triangle inequality. If (p, q, r) is a geodesic triangle then cer-
tainly |r| ≤ |p| + |q|, but we do not automatically have an upper bound on
|p| in terms of |q| and |r|, or on |q| in terms of |p| and |r|. In many cases
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of interest, however, hyperbolicity allows us to acquire such bounds, albeit
rather weaker than the conventional triangle inequality.

Recall that a semimetric space is called quasi-metric if there is a constant
λ such that d(x, y) ≤ λd(y, x) + λ for all points x and y. Equivalently, a
space is quasi-metric if it is quasi-isometric to a metric space [18].

Lemma 3.1. Let X be a locally finite, strongly δ-hyperbolic directed graph
with indegree and outdegree bounded by α. Then there is a constant λ,
depending only on (and polynomial-time computable from) δ and α, such
that whenever p, q, and r are the sides of a directed geodesic triangle in X
(in no particular order), we have

|p| ≤ λ(|q|+ |r|).

Proof. If p is the hypotenuse the result follows from the standard triangle
inequality for semimetric spaces. Now suppose that r is the hypotenuse and
that τp = ιq (the third remaining case being dual to this one). If |r| = |q| = 0
then, since p is geodesic, it follows that |p| = 0 and the result holds. So we
may now suppose that either |r| ≥ 1 or |q| ≥ 1. Since p is geodesic it has
no repeated vertices. Also since X is strongly δ-hyperbolic it follows that

the vertices of p are all contained in the set
−→
B δ(r)∪

←−
B δ(q). We may assume

that the graph X has at least one directed edge, since otherwise the result
is trivially true, and so in particular α ≥ 1. As the outdegree is bounded by
α it follows that the outdegree is also bounded by α+ 1 and so

|
−→
B δ(r)| ≤ (|r|+ 1)

δ
∑

i=0

((α + 1)i) = (|r|+ 1)

(

(α+ 1)δ+1 − 1

(α+ 1)− 1

)

.

(We take α + 1 rather than α here just to avoid having to deal with the
case α = 1 seperately.) Also, the indegree is bounded by α, so one obtains a

similar bound for |
←−
B δ(q)|, which combined with the above inequality gives

|p| ≤ (|r|+1+ |q|+1)

(

(α+ 1)δ+1 − 1

(α+ 1)− 1

)

≤

(

3((α+ 1)δ+1 − 1)

(α+ 1)− 1

)

(|q|+ |r|),

completing the proof. �

Corollary 3.2. Let X be a locally finite strongly δ-hyperbolic directed graph
with indegree and outdegree bounded by α. Then there is a constant λ,
depending only on (and polynomial-time computable from) δ and α, such
that every strongly connected component of X is (λ, 0)-quasi-metric.

Proof. Let λ be the constant given by Lemma 3.1. Now suppose x and y
belong to the same strongly connected component of X. Let p be a geodesic
from x to y, q a geodesic from y to x, and e the (geodesic) empty path at
x. Then the triple (x, y, e) is a geodesic triangle, and so Lemma 3.1 yields

d(x, y) = |p| ≤ λ(|q|+ |e|) = λ(d(y, x) + 0) = λd(y, x).

�

Definition 3.3 (Directed geodesic n-gon). A directed geodesic n-gon in a
directed graph Γ is an n-tuple (p1, . . . , pn−1, q) of geodesic paths such that
p = p1 ◦ p2 ◦ · · · ◦ pn−1 is defined, and p ‖ q.
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Theorem 3.4 (Polygon quasi-inequality). Let X be a locally finite strongly
δ-hyperbolic directed graph with indegree and outdegree bounded by α. Then
there is a constant K, depending only on (and polynomial-time computable
from) α and δ, such that every side length of a directed geodesic n-gon is
bounded above by K times the sum of the other side lengths.

Proof. Let λ be the constant given by Lemma 3.1 and let K = max(λ2, 1).
The case n = 3 is immediate from Lemma 3.1. Let (p1, . . . , pn−1, q) be a

directed geodesic n-gon. Since q is geodesic it is immediate from the triangle
inequality that |q| ≤ |p1|+ · · ·+ |pn| ≤ K(|p1|+ · · ·+ |pn|). It remains only
to prove that the sides pi satisfy the claimed bound when n ≥ 4.

We treat first the case where n = 4 and i = 2. (This case is special
because our general strategy will involve choosing two composable sides of
the polygon excluding pi, and this is the only case where this approach is
impossible.) In this case, let r be a geodesic from ιp1 to τp2. Then (r, p3, q)
and (p1, p2, r) are geodesic triangles, so applying Lemma 3.1 twice we have
|r| ≤ λ(|p3|+ |q|) and

|p2| ≤ λ(|p1|+ |r|) ≤ λ(|p1|+ λ(|p3|+ |q|)) ≤ K(|p1|+ |p3|+ |q|)

as required.
We establish the result in the remaining cases by induction on n. Con-

sider, then, a geodesic n-gon (p1, . . . , pn−1, q) where either n > 4, or n = 4
but i 6= 2, and suppose the claim holds for all geodesic (n− 1)-gons.

Suppose first that i > 2. Let r be a geodesic from ιp1 to τp2. Then by
the triangle inequality |r| ≤ |p1|+ |p2|. Now (r, p2, . . . , pn−1, q) is a geodesic
(n− 1)-gon, so by the inductive hypothesis we have

|pi| ≤ K (|r|+ |p3|+ · · · + |pi−1|+ |pi+1|+ · · ·+ |pn−1|+ |q|)

≤ K ((|p1|+ |p2|) + |p3|+ · · · + |pi−1|+ |pi+1|+ · · ·+ |pn−1|+ |q|) .

Finally suppose i ≤ 2. By assumption, either n > 4, or else n = 4 but
i 6= 2. It follows that we have i 6= pn−1 and i 6= pn−2. Now we can apply
the same argument as in the previous case, but taking r this time to be a
geodesic from ιpn−1 to τpn. �

We note that Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.4 can both fail if the hypothesis
of local finiteness is dropped. Indeed, let X be the directed graph with
vertex set Z and an edge from i to i+ 1 for each i ∈ Z, and let Y = X0 be
the graph obtained from X by the construction in Proposition 2.6. Then Y
is strongly 1-hyperbolic by Propositions 2.4 and 2.6, but contains directed
geodesic triangles with two sides of length 1 and the third arbitrarily long.

4. Monoids and Cayley Graphs

Let M be a monoid generated by a finite set S. Then M naturally has
the structure of a directed graph (with vertex set M , and an edge from m to
n for each s ∈ S such that ms = n), and hence also of a semimetric space.
This directed graph is called the right Cayley graph of M .

Definition 4.1. A monoid M generated by a finite subset S is called strongly
δ-hyperbolic (with respect to the generating set S) if its right Cayley graph
with respect to S is strongly δ-hyperbolic. A monoid M is called strongly
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Figure 3. A partial view of the right Cayley graph of the
bicyclic monoid 〈b, c | bc = 1〉 where → corresponds to mul-
tiplication by c and 99K corresponds to multiplication by b.

hyperbolic if it is strongly δ-hyperbolic for some δ with respect to some finite
generating set.

We do not presently know whether a strongly hyperbolic monoid is nec-
essarily strongly hyperbolic with respect to every choice of finite generating
set. This question is deserving of further study.

Our initial results about strongly δ-hyperbolic spaces immediately give a
number of examples of monoids which are strongly hyperbolic.

Example 4.2. Every finite monoid is strongly δ-hyperbolic with respect to
every generating set, where δ is the length of the longest geodesic represen-
tative for an element of M . Indeed, it is easy to see that the Cayley graph
is δ-bounded, so this follows from Proposition 2.3.

Example 4.3. Free monoids of finite rank are strongly 0-hyperbolic with
respect to their free generating sets. Indeed, the underlying undirected graph
of the Cayley graph is a tree, so this follows from Proposition 2.4.

Example 4.4. The bicyclic monoid B = 〈p, q | pq = 1〉 is strongly 0-
hyperbolic with respect to the standard generating set {p, q}. Again, the
underlying undirected graph of the Cayley graph (see Figure 3) is a tree, so
this follows from Proposition 2.4.

Example 4.5. Polycyclic monoids of finite rank are strongly 1-hyperbolic
with respect to their standard generating sets. Recall that for n ≥ 2 the
polycyclic monoid Pn of rank n is given by the presentation

〈p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qn, z | piqi = 1, piqj = z = piz = qiz = zpi = zqi for all i 6= j〉.
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The generator z represents a zero element. Let Y be the graph obtained from
the Cayley graph of Pn (with respect to the generating set from the presen-
tation above) by removing the vertex z and all edges incident with it. Then
it is straightforward to verify that the underlying undirected graph is a tree,
and hence is strongly 0-hyperbolic by Proposition 2.4. Moreover, the Cayley
graph of Pn can be recovered from Y by the construction in Proposition 2.6,
so by that proposition Pn itself is strongly 1-hyperbolic.

Example 4.6. Word hyperbolic groups are strongly hyperbolic in our sense.
Indeed, suppose G is word hyperbolic and choose a finite generating set S
for G which is closed under the taking of inverses. Then S is also a monoid
generating set for G, and the distance function on the monoid Cayley graph
is the same as that on the group Cayley graph. The claim now follows from
the usual “thin triangle” property of hyperbolic metric spaces.

We can also expand our class of examples by showing closure under some
elementary semigroup-theoretic constructions.

Proposition 4.7. Let M be a monoid, and let M0 be the monoid obtained
from M by adjoining a new element 0 which acts as a zero element. Then
M is strongly hyperbolic if and only if M0 is strongly hyperbolic.

Proof. Suppose M is strongly hyperbolic with respect to a generating set S.
Then M0 is generated by S ∪ {0}. The Cayley graph of M0 with respect to
this generating set is clearly obtained from that of M by the construction
in Proposition 2.6, and so by the proposition M0 is strongly hyperbolic.

Conversely, suppose M0 is strongly hyperbolic with respect to a generat-
ing set T . Since M0 \ {0} is a subsemigroup of M0, we must have 0 ∈ T .
Now T \ {0} is a generating set for M , and just as above the Cayley graph
for M0 with respect to T is again obtained from that for M with respect to
T \{0} by the construction in Proposition 2.6. Thus, by the proposition, M
is strongly hyperbolic �

Proposition 4.8. Let M be a finitely generated monoid and let I be an ideal
of M . If M is strongly δ-hyperbolic then the Rees quotient M/I is strongly
hyperbolic.

Proof. Suppose that M is strongly hyperbolic with respect to a finite gen-
erating set S, and let 0 be the 0 element in the Rees quotient M/I. Then
M/I is generated by the set A = (S ∩ (M \ I)) ∪ {0}. Let X be the Cayley
graph of M/I with respect to A, and Y the Cayley graph of M with respect
to S. Let x0 ∈ X be the vertex of X corresponding to the zero element 0 of
M/I. Notice that for any two non-0 elements of M/I (that is, elements of
M \ I), we have dX(a, b) = dY (a, b).

We claim that X is strongly max(1, δ)-hyperbolic. Let (p, q, r) be a di-
rected geodesic triangle in X. If (p, q, r) does not involve the vertex 0 then
the distances between vertices visited are the same in X as in Y ; but Y is
strongly δ-hyperbolic, so (p, q, r) is δ-thin in Y and hence in X. Otherwise,
(p, q, r) contains the vertex 0 and, arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.6,
since in X there are no edges out of 0, it follows that the common endpoint
of q and r is 0. But every point of (p, q, r) has a directed geodesic of length
at most 1 to 0. It follows that (p, q, r) is 1-thin, completing the proof. �
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Corollary 4.9. Let M be a strongly hyperbolic monoid, and S a submonoid
which is the complement of an ideal. Then S is strongly hyperbolic.

Proof. Let I = M \ S. Then the Rees quotient M/I is isomorphic to S0, so
the result follows from Propostions 4.7 and 4.8. �

Recall that an element x of a monoid is called a unit if there is an element
y such that xy = yx = 1; the set of all units forms a (maximal) subgroup of
M .

Corollary 4.10. The group of units of a cancellative strongly hyperbolic
monoid is a hyperbolic group.

Proof. It is well-known and easy to prove that the complement of the group
of units in a cancellative monoid forms an ideal, so this follows from Corol-
lary 4.9. �

Of course, the converse to the latter corollary does not hold in general: for
example, the free commutative monoid of rank two is cancellative with trivial
(hence hyperbolic) group of units, but is itself not a strongly hyperbolic
monoid.

5. Directed 2-Complexes, Presentations and Dehn Functions

It is well known that, even if a monoid is given by a finite presentation,
the word problem for the monoid may be undecidable. Markov [26] and
Post [30] proved independently that the word problem for finitely presented
monoids is undecidable in general; this result was extended by Turing [33] to
cancellative semigroups, and then by Novikov and Boone to groups (see [24]
for references). For classes of monoids that do have decidable word problem
it is natural to consider the complexity of the word problem. For example,
monoids which admit presentations by finite complete rewriting systems
have solvable word problem, but there is no bound on the complexity of
the word problem for such monoids; see [3]. On the other hand, automatic
monoids have word problem that is solvable in quadratic time [12, Corollary
3.7]. As mentioned in the introduction, a finitely presented group is word
hyperbolic exactly if it has linear Dehn function; recent results of Cain [8]
show that word-hyperbolic semigroups (in the sense of Duncan and Gilman
[14]) have word problem solvable in polynomial time. A remarkable result
of Birget [4] characterises finitely generated semigroups with word problem
in NP as exactly those embeddable in finitely presented semigroups with
polynomial Dehn function. (An analogous statement for groups was proved
later [7, 32].)

Our main aim in this section is to prove that finitely generated, left can-
cellative, strongly δ-hyperbolic monoids are finitely presented with polyno-
mial Dehn functions, and therefore admit non-deterministic polynomial-time
word problem solutions. Our proof is most easily and intuitively expressed
in the language of direct 2-complexes [19, 21], so we begin by briefly recalling
some definitions and results concerning these.

Let P (Γ) denote the set of all directed paths in a directed graph Γ, in-
cluding empty paths at each vertex. A directed 2-complex is a directed
graph Γ equipped with a set F (called the set of 2-cells), and three maps
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⌈·⌉ : F → P (Γ), ⌊·⌋ : F → P (Γ), and −1 : F → F called top, bottom, and
inverse such that

• for every f ∈ F , the paths ⌈f⌉ and ⌊f⌋ are parallel;
• −1 is an involution without fixed points, and

⌈

f−1
⌉

= ⌊f⌋,
⌊

f−1
⌋

=
⌈f⌉ for every f ∈ F .

If K is a directed 2-complex, then the directed paths on K are called
1-paths. For every 2-cell f ∈ F , the vertices ι(⌈f⌉) = ι(⌊f⌋) and τ(⌈f⌉) =
τ(⌊f⌋) are denoted ι(f) and τ(f), respectively.

An atomic 2-path is a triple (p, f, q), where p, q are 1-paths in K, and
f ∈ F such that τ(p) = ι(f), τ(f) = ι(q). If δ is an atomic 2-path then
we use ⌈δ⌉ to denote p ⌈f⌉ q and ⌊δ⌋ is denoted by p ⌊f⌋ q, these are the top
and bottom 1-paths of the atomic 2-path. A non-trivial 2-path δ in K is
then a sequence of atomic paths δ1, . . ., δn, where ⌊δi⌋ = ⌈δi+1⌉ for every
1 ≤ i < n, and the length of this 2-path is n. The top and bottom 1-paths
of δ, denoted ⌈δ⌉ and ⌊δ⌋ are then defined as ⌈δ1⌉ and ⌊δn⌋, respectively.

We use δ ◦ δ′ to denote the composition of two 2-paths. We say that
1-paths p, q in K are homotopic if there exists a 2-path δ such that ⌈δ⌉ = p
and ⌊δ⌋ = q. Recall that a pair of paths p, q ∈ P (Γ) are said to be parallel,
written p ‖ q, if ιp = ιq and τp = τq. We say that a directed 2-complex K
is directed simply connected if for every pair of parallel paths p ‖ q, p and q
are homotopic in K.

Let K be a directed 2-complex with underlying directed graph Γ and set
of 2-cells F , and let T = (p, q, r) be a directed triangle in Γ. Now let K ′

be the 2-complex obtained from K by adjoining one new element f to F
satisfying ⌈f⌉ = p ◦ q and ⌊f⌋ = r. We call K ′ the directed 2-complex
obtained from K by adjoining a 2-cell for the triangle T .

Definition 5.1 (Tessellation). Given a pair of parallel paths p and q in a
directed graph, we say that a set T1, T2, . . . , Tr of directed geodesic triangles
tessellates p and q if in the 2-complex K obtained by adjoining 2-cells for
each Ti we have p ∼K q. We say that a set of geodesic triangles tessellates
a directed n-gon (p1, . . . , pn−1, r) if it tessellates the paths p1 ◦ · · · ◦pn−1 and
r.

Definition 5.2. Given a directed triangle T = (p, q, r) in a directed graph,
we define the size Σ(T ) of T to be |p|+ |q|.

Our strategy for establishing our main result is to show that in a strongly
δ-hyperbolic directed graph we can tessellate the “gap” between two parallel
paths with (polynomially many, as a function of the path lengths) geodesic
triangles of bounded size. We begin by showing that every pair of parallel
paths can be tessellated by geodesic triangles (of not necessarily bounded
size).

Lemma 5.3. Let Γ be a directed graph. Every pair of parallel paths p ‖ q
in Γ can be tessellated by |p| + |q| + 1 directed geodesic triangles of size at
most 2(|p|+ |q|).

Proof. We prove the result by induction on |p|+ |q|. The base case is trivial
since any path of length 0 or 1 is automatically geodesic. For the induction
step, if p and q are both geodesic then (p, q) itself naturally may be viewed
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as a single directed geodesic triangle of the required size and we are done.
Now suppose that p, say, is not geodesic. Decompose p = pι ◦ pe ◦ pτ where
pι◦pe is the shortest non-geodesic subpath of p and pe is a directed edge. Let
p′ be a geodesic path from ιp to τpe. Then |p′ ◦ pτ | < |p| and by induction
the pair (p′ ◦ pτ , q) may be tessellated by |p′ ◦ pτ |+ |q|+ 1 directed geodesic
triangles of size at most 2(|p′ ◦ pτ | + |q|) < 2(|p| + |q|). Taken together
with the directed geodesic triangle (pi, pe, p

′) which also has size less than
2(|p|+ |q|) we conclude that (p, q) may be tessellated by

(|p′ ◦ pτ |+ 1) + |q|+ 1 ≤ |p|+ |q|+ 1

directed geodesic triangles of size at most 2(|p| + |q|). �

Lemma 5.4. Let Γ be a strongly δ-hyperbolic directed graph. Then every
directed geodesic triangle T can be tessellated by five directed geodesic trian-
gles (some of which may be trivial triangles with a single vertex) of size no
more than 3

4
Σ(T ) + 2δ + 1.

Proof. For clarity in this proof, we will use the convention that XY denotes
a geodesic path from a vertex X to a vertex Y , while XY Z denotes the di-
rected geodesic triangle (XY, Y Z,XZ). (Of course geodesics are not unique;
we will be careful to make clear where the choice is important.)

Let T = PQR = (PQ,QR,PR) be a directed geodesic triangle. Let
|PQ| = k, |QR| = l so that Σ(T ) = k + l. Suppose k ≥ l (the case l ≥ k
being dual); it follows in particular that l + 1

2
k ≤ 3

4
(l + k). Let M be the

vertex on the geodesic PQ satisfying d(P,M) =
⌊

k
2

⌋

and d(M,Q) =
⌈

k
2

⌉

.
Since Γ is strongly δ-hyperbolic there are now two cases to consider.

Case (a):
−→
B δ(M) intersects QR. Let O be a point in

−→
B δ(M) which

lies on QR. Consider geodesics MO, PO, PM , MQ, QO and OR, chosen
so that QO ◦ OR = QR and PM ◦MQ = PQ. Consider also the three
geodesic triangles: T1 = MQO, T2 = PMO and T3 = POR (see Figure 4).
The sizes of these triangles are bounded as follows:

Σ(T1) ≤

⌈

k

2

⌉

+ l ≤
3

4
(k + l) + 1 =

3

4
Σ(T ) + 1,

Σ(T2) ≤

⌊

k

2

⌋

+ δ ≤
1

2
Σ(T ) + δ,

Σ(T3) ≤

⌊

k

2

⌋

+ δ + l ≤
3

4
Σ(T ) + δ.

So in this case, our triangle is tesselated by the three triangles T1, T2 and
T3, which satisfy the required size bound.

Case (b):
←−
B δ(M) intersects PR. Let O be a point in

←−
B δ(M) which

lies on PR. Consider geodesics OM , OQ, PM , MQ, PO and OR such that
PM ◦MQ = PQ and PO ◦ OR = PR. Consider also the three geodesic
triangles T1 = POM , T2 = OMQ and T3 = OQR (see Figure 5). The
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P

Q

R

M

O

T1

T2

T3

⌊

k
2

⌋

⌈

k
2

⌉

≤ δ

≤
⌊

k
2

⌋

+ δ

≤ l

≤ l

≤ k + l

Figure 4. Proof of Lemma 5.4, Case (a).

triangles, T2 and T3 have size bounds:

Σ(T2) ≤ δ +

⌈

k

2

⌉

≤
1

2
Σ(T ) + δ + 1,

Σ(T3) ≤

⌈

k

2

⌉

+ δ + l ≤
3

4
(k + l) + δ + 1 =

3

4
Σ(T ) + δ + 1,

It is not immediately clear how to get a such a size bound on T1, so we further
subdivide it in the middle of the edge PO, at the point U . So set x = |PO|
and let U be the vertex on the geodesic PO satisfying d(P,U) =

⌊

x
2

⌋

and

d(U,O) =
⌈

x
2

⌉

. Now there are two subcases to consider.

Case (b)(i):
−→
B δ(U) intersects OM . Let S be a point in

−→
B δ(U) which

lies on OM . Choose geodesics PU , UO, UM , US, SM and OS so that
PU ◦ UO = PO and OS ◦ SM = OM . Now the directed geodesic triangle
POM is tessellated by the three triangles Y1 = PUM , Y2 = USM and
Y3 = UOS (see Figure 6) and the sizes of these three triangles are bounded
as follows:

Σ(Y1) ≤
⌊x

2

⌋

+ 2δ ≤

⌊

k + l

2

⌋

+ 2δ ≤
1

2
Σ(T ) + 2δ,

Σ(Y2) ≤ 2δ,

Σ(Y3) ≤
⌈x

2

⌉

+ δ ≤

⌈

k + l

2

⌉

+ δ ≤
1

2
Σ(T ) + δ + 1.

Case (b)(ii):
←−
B δ(U) intersects PM . In this case choose S in

←−
B δ(U)

which lies on PM . Choose geodesics PU , UO, SU , SO, PS and SM so
that PU ◦ UO = PO and PS ◦ SM = PM . Now the directed geodesic
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P

Q

R

M

OU

T1

T2

T3
⌊

k
2

⌋

⌈

k
2

⌉

≤ δ

l

y⌊

x
2

⌋ ⌈

x
2

⌉

≤
⌈

k
2

⌉

+ δ

Figure 5. Proof of Lemma 5.4, Case (b).

P

M

O
U

S

Y1

Y2

Y3

⌊

k
2

⌋

⌊

x
2

⌋ ⌈

x
2

⌉

≤ 2δ

≤ δ ≤ δ

≤ δ

Figure 6. Proof of Lemma 5.4, Case (b)(i).

triangle POM is tessellated by the three triangles Y1 = PSU , Y2 = SUO
and Y3 = SOM (see Figure 7) and the sizes of these three triangles are
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P

M

O

S

U

Y1 Y2

Y3

≤
⌊

k
2

⌋

≤
⌊

k
2

⌋

≤ δ

≤
⌈

x
2

⌉

+ δ

≤ δ

⌊

x
2

⌋ ⌈

x
2

⌉

Figure 7. Proof of Lemma 5.4, Case (b)(ii).

bounded as follows:

Σ(Y1) ≤

⌊

k

2

⌋

+ δ ≤
1

2
Σ(T ) + δ,

Σ(Y2) ≤ δ +
⌈x

2

⌉

≤ δ +

⌈

k + l

2

⌉

≤
1

2
Σ(T ) + δ + 1,

Σ(Y3) ≤
⌈x

2

⌉

+ 2δ ≤

⌈

k + l

2

⌉

+ 2δ ≤
1

2
Σ(T ) + 2δ + 1.

Thus, in both case (b)(i) and case (b)(ii), our triangle is tessellated by the
triangles T2, T3, Y1, Y2 and Y3 which satisfy the required size bound. �

Theorem 5.5. Let Γ be a strongly δ-hyperbolic directed graph and C > 8δ+4
a constant. Then every directed geodesic triangle T in Γ can be tessellated
by

5

(

Σ(T )

C − 8δ − 4

)log 4
3

5

or fewer geodesic triangles of size C or less.

Proof. Let T be a directed geodesic triangle in Γ. Then by Lemma 5.4, T
is tessellated by T1, . . . , T5 where for all i

Σ(Ti) ≤
3

4
Σ(T ) + (2δ + 1).

We iterate this procedure, at each stage subdividing every triangle from the
previous stage into five triangles in this way. Define a sequence t0 of natural
numbers by t0 = Σ(T ) and

ti+1 =
3

4
ti + (2δ + 1).
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for i ≤ n. A simple induction argument applying Lemma 5.4 shows that ti
is an upper bound on the size of the triangles obtained in the ith iteration.

Now for each k ∈ N we have

tk =

(

3

4

)k

t0 +

(

k−1
∑

i=0

(

3

4

)i
)

(2δ + 1) ≤

(

3

4

)k

t0 + 4(2δ + 1).

Let D = C − 8δ − 4 and let N be the integer part of log4/3
t0
D + 1. Then

rearranging we have

N ≥ log 4

3

t0
D
, so

(

4

3

)N

≥
t0
D
, so

(

3

4

)N

t0 ≤ D = C − 8δ − 4

and hence tN ≤

(

3

4

)N

t0 + 8δ + 4 ≤ C.

Thus, after N iterations, we have tessellated T with triangles of size C or
less. Moreover, since at each stage we subdivide each triangle into at most
five triangles, the number of triangles in this tessellation is bounded above
by 5N , where

5N ≤ 5

(

log 4
3

t0
D

)

+1
= 5× 5

log 4
3

t0
D = 5×

(

t0
D

)log 4
3

5

≤ 5

(

Σ(T )

C − 8δ − 4

)log 4
3

5

as required. �

Our main aim with Theorem 5.5 was to give a reasonably concise argu-
ment for the existence of a polynomial bound on the number of triangles of
fixed size required to tessellate a geodesic triangle, rather than to optimise
the degree of the polynomial. The figure of log4/3 5 (which is approximately

5.6) can probably be lowered significantly at the expense of lengthening the
proof, either by analysing more precisely the properties of the subdivision
given by Lemma 5.4, or by considering alternative subdivisions.

Given two functions f, g : N→ N we write f ≺ g if there exists a constant
a such that f(j) ≤ ag(aj) + aj for all j. The functions f and g are said to
be of the same type, written f ∼ g, if f ≺ g and g ≺ f .

Now fix a monoid presentation 〈A | R〉. If u and v are equivalent words
then the area A(u, v) is the smallest number of applications of relations from
R necessary to transform u into v. The Dehn function of a presentation
〈A | R〉 is the function δ : N→ N given by

δ(n) = max{A(u, v) | u, v ∈ A∗, u ≡R v, |u| + |v| ≤ n}.

The Dehn function is a measure of the complexity of transformations be-
tween equivalent words. The Dehn function depends on the presentation,
but if δ and γ are Dehn functions of different finite presentations for the
same monoid then δ ∼ γ (see [25, 31]).

A corollary of the above result is the following.

Theorem 5.6. Let M be a strongly δ-hyperbolic left cancellative monoid.
Then M is finitely presented with Dehn function bounded above by a poly-
nomial of degree log 4

3

5 + 1.
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Proof. Let Γ be the Cayley graph of M , with respect to a generating set
which makes M strongly δ-hyperbolic. Choose an integer C > 8δ + 4.

Suppose (p, q) is a pair of parallel paths in Γ. Then by Lemma 5.3, (p, q)
can be tessellated by at most |p|+ |q|+ 1 geodesic triangles of size at most
2(|p|+ |q|). By Theorem 5.5, each of these may be tessellated by at most

5

(

Σ(T )

C − 8δ − 4

)log 4
3

5

geodesic triangles of size at most C. Thus, (p, q) can be tessellated by at

5(|p|+ |q|+ 1)

(

2(|p|+ |q|)

C − 8δ − 4

)log 4
3

5

directed geodesic triangles of size at most C.
Each such triangle will correspond to a face in KC(Γ), so this shows

that KC(Γ) is simply connected with Dehn function bounded above by a
polynomial of degree log 4

3

5 + 1. It follows by the results of [19] that M

is finitely presented with Dehn function bounded above by a polynomial of
this degree. �

Theorem 5.7. Let M be a finitely generated, left cancellative, strongly δ-
hyperbolic monoid. Then the word problem for M lies in NP.

Proof. By Theorem 5.6 M is finitely presented with polynomial Dehn func-
tion. Let 〈A | R〉 be a finite presentation, and p : N→ N a polynomial upper
bound on the corresponding Dehn function. Now given words u, v ∈ A∗, one
may check non-deterministically if u = v in M by guessing a sequence of
relation applications of length p(|u| + |v|) which can be applied to u, and
seeing if the result of applying them is v. �

6. Deciding Green’s Relations

The statements of our main results for monoids so far have been direct
analogues of known results in the group case, although the proofs have
been rather more involved. If geometric techniques are to have more than
a very limited application in semigroup theory, it is important that they
give insight into aspects of the structure theory of semigroups which do not
arise in groups such as, for example, the ideal structure of a semigroup.
Recall that Green’s relations are a collection of equivalence relations and
pre-orders (reflexive, transitive binary relations) defined on any monoid (or
semigroup) which encapsulate the structure of its principle left, right and
two-sided ideals and maximal subgroups. They are a key tool in modern
semigroup theory, playing a pivotal role in almost every area of the subject.

If S is a monoid then we define pre-orders ≤R, ≤L, ≤J and equivalence
relations R, L, J , H and D by

• a ≤R b if and only if aS ⊆ bS;
• a ≤L b if and only if aS ⊆ bS;
• a ≤J b if and only if SaS ⊆ SbS;
• aRb if and only if aS = bS (that is, if a ≤R b and b ≤R a);
• aLb if and only if Sa = Sb (that is, if a ≤L b and b ≤L a);
• aJ b if and only if SaS = SbS (that is, if a ≤J b and b ≤J a);
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• aHb if and only if aRb and aLb; and
• aDb if and only if there exists c ∈ S with aLc and cRb.

A monoid is called J -trivial if the J relation (and hence also the D, L, R
and H relations) are the identity relation.

Green’s relations R and L. We shall now see how the triangle quasi-
inequality for locally finite strongly δ-hyperbolic directed graphs, and more
generally the polygon quasi-inequality for strongly δ-hyperbolic locally finite
directed graphs, can be usefully applied to prove decidability results for
Green’s relations in strongly δ-hyperbolic monoids.

The questions of decidability, and the complexity of deciding, Green’s
relations have been considered for semigroups defined by finite complete
rewriting systems [27], automatic monoids [28], word-hyperbolic semigroups
[8], and for the Thompson-Higman monoids [5, 6]. In particular, it was
shown in [27] that there exists monoids that are presented by finite, length-
reducing, and confluent string-rewriting systems (and therefore in particular
have solvable word problem) but have Green’s relations R and L that are un-
decidable. Also, in [28] examples are given of finitely generated monoids M
with word problem solvable in quadratic time but such that R (respectively
L) is undecidable. For strongly δ-hyperbolic monoids, the quasi-triangle
inequality prevents this from happening.

Recall that a monoidM generated by a finite subset A has (right) indegree
bounded by a natural number α if one cannot choose generator a ∈ A and
α+1 distinct elements x0, . . . , xα ∈M such that x0a = x1a = · · · = xαa. It
is easily seen that the property of having bounded indegree is independent
of the choice of finite generating set, although the actual bound may vary.
Having bounded indegree is also equivalent to saying that the right Cayley
graph of M (with respect to any or every choice of finite generating set) has
bounded valency. Notice that a right cancellative finitely generated monoid
always has bounded indegree, and indeed bounded indegree is often viewed
as a weak right cancellativity condition.

Theorem 6.1. Let M be a finitely generated strongly δ-hyperbolic monoid
with bounded indegree. Then the problems of deciding the R-order ≤R and
L-order ≤L are reducible in non-deterministic linear time to the word prob-
lem for M .

Proof. Let A be a finite generating set with respect to which M is strongly
δ-hyperbolic. Let w, u ∈ A∗, and suppose α ∈ A∗ is of minimal length such
that wα = u in S. Let w′ and u′ be a geodesic words representing the same
elements as w and u respectively. Then (w′, α, u′) labels a geodesic triangle
in the Cayley graph of M with respect to A, so by Theorem 3.4, there is
constant K, depending only on δ, the maximum indegree of Γ and |A|, such
that

|α| ≤ K(|w′|+ |u′|) ≤ K(|w|+ |u|).

Thus, given w, u ∈ A∗, to test non-deterministically if u ≤R w, it suffices
to guess a word α ∈ A∗ of length at most K(|w| + |u|), and then test if
wα = u.

The proof for ≤L is entirely similar. �
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Note that in Theorem 6.1 we do not require the monoid to be left can-
cellative, although we still have a weak right cancellativity assumption in
the form of the bounded indegree hypothesis. Combining Theorem 6.1 with
Theorem 5.6 we obtain the following.

Theorem 6.2. Let M be a finitely generated left cancellative monoid of
bounded indegree which is strongly hyperbolic. Then the L-order and R-
order for M are both in NP.

Neither the left cancellativity nor the strong hyperbolicity condition in
Theorem 6.2 can be dropped. In Section 7 below we shall see examples of
finitely generated, strongly 0-hyperbolic which have unsolvable word prob-
lems and all of Green’s equivalence relations trivial, and hence also unsolv-
able. Also, as mentioned above, it is well known that there exist finitely
presented groups with unsolvable word problem. Let G be such a group
given by a finite monoid presentation 〈A|R〉, and defineM = 〈A,h|R〉 where
h is a symbol not in A. Then M is a two-sided cancellative monoid (since
it is the monoid free product of G and the free monoid of rank one, both of
which are cancellative). Moreover, for all words u,w ∈ A∗ we have

huLhw ⇔ w = u in G, which is undecidable,

uhRwh⇔ w = u in G, which is undecidable,

and

huhJ hwh⇔ huhDhwh⇔ w = u in G, which is undecidable.

Thus, none of the relations R, L, J or D is decidable in M .

Green’s relations J and D. Next we look at the relations J and D. The
following technical lemma will be used to study Green’s J -relation. Intu-
itively speaking, it says that, in a geodesic quadrangle (p, q, r, s), if the side
r is sufficiently long then there will be a short path from p to r. This will be
using for carving up geodesic quadrangles into smaller geodesic quadrangles.

Lemma 6.3. Let Γ be a strongly δ-hyperbolic, locally finite directed graph
with indegree and outdegree bounded by α, and let (p, q, r, s) be a geodesic
quadrangle. Then there are polynomial-time computable constants Cδ,|s|, de-
pending on δ and |s|, and Dα,δ,|q|,|s|, depending on α, δ, |q| and |s|, such
that if |r| > Dα,δ,|q|,|s| then there is a geodesic path t in Γ satisfying ιt ∈ p,
τt ∈ r, d(τt, τs) = Cδ,|s|, and |t| ≤ 2δ.

Moreover, if the graph Γ is fixed then Cδ,|s| may be chosen to increase
monotonically with |s|, and the Dα,δ,|q|,|s| may be chosen to increase mono-
tonically with |q| and |s|, and to be bounded above by a linear function of
|q|+ |s|.

Proof. Let Kα,δ be the constant, given by Theorem 3.4, depending on α and
δ, and having the property that for any geodesic quadrangle in Γ each side
has length bounded by Kα,δ times the sum of the length of the other three
sides. Define

Cδ,|s| = δ + |s|+ 1, (1)

and
Dα,δ,|q|,|s| = Kα,δ(Kα,δ(|s|+ δ + Cδ,|s|) + δ + |q|+ |s|). (2)
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Since Kα,δ is polynomial-time computable, it is clear that these values are
also computable in polynomial time. Moreover, if the graph (and hence
α and δ) remain fixed then clearly the values increase monotonically with
the remaining variables, and Dα,δ,|q|,|s| can be bounded above by a linear
function of |q|+ |s|.

Let x ∈ r with d(x, τs) = Cδ,|s|. Let u be a geodesic path from ιs to
τq, and consider the directed geodesic triangle (u, r, s). Since Γ is strongly

δ-hyperbolic either
−→
B δ(x)∩ s 6= ∅ or else

←−
B δ(x)∩u 6= ∅. However, the first

of these possibilities cannot arise since

d(x, τs) = Cδ,|s| > δ + |s|,

and thus we conclude that
←−
B δ(x) ∩ u 6= ∅, so we may choose y ∈ u with

d(y, x) ≤ δ. Now consider the directed geodesic triangle (p, q, u) and the

point y ∈ u. Since Γ is strongly δ-hyperbolic, either (i)
−→
B δ(y) ∩ q 6= ∅ or

(ii)
←−
B δ(y) ∩ p 6= ∅.

Suppose, seeking a contradiction, that (i) holds. Then d(y, τq) ≤ δ + |q|.
Now consider a directed geodesic quadrangle formed by geodesics from ιs to
y, y to x, x to τs and ιs to τs. By Theorem 3.4 we have

d(ιs, y) ≤ Kα,δ(|s|+ δ + Cδ,|s|),

and therefore

|u| = d(ιs, τq) = d(ιs, y) + d(y, τq) ≤ Kα,δ(|s|+ δ + Cδ,|s|) + δ + |q|.

Then, again applying the triangle quasi-inequality from Theorem 3.4, we
know that

|r| ≤ Kα,δ(|u|+ |s|) ≤ Kα,δ(Kα,δ(|s|+ δ + Cδ,|s|) + δ + |q|+ |s|),

which is a contradiction, since r was assumed to satisfy

r > Dα,δ,|q|,|s|.

We deduce that (ii)
←−
B δ(y) ∩ p 6= ∅, say z ∈

←−
B δ(y) ∩ p. Now the lemma

follows simply by setting t to be a geodesic path from z to x. �

The main application of the above lemma is to the proof of the following
one, which will be key to establishing the main results concerning D and J .

Lemma 6.4. Let M be a left cancellative monoid which is strongly δ-
hyperbolic with respect to a finite generating set A, and has indegree with
respect to A bounded by α.

Then for every pair u, v ∈ A∗ of geodesic words, there is a constant
F|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v| (depending on, and polynomial-time computable from, |A|, α,
δ, |u|, |v|) such that if uJ v in M then there exist words a, b ∈ A∗ such that
aub = v and |a|, |b| ≤ F|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v|.

If, in addition, M is cancellative and puq = v in M for some units p and
q, then a and b may be chosen to represent units.

Moveover, for a fixed monoid M , F|A|,α,|u|,|v| is monotonically increasing
as a function of |u| and |v|, and can be bounded above by a linear function
of |u|+ |v|.
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Proof. Let a, b ∈ A∗ be such that (i) aub = v, (ii) if M is cancellative and
it is possible to choose them so, a and b represent units, (iii) a is a geodesic
word and (iv) |b| is minimal subject to the preceding three conditions (and
in particular is a geodesic word).

Since a, u, b and v are all geodesic words, aub = v in M and M is left
cancellative, they label the sides of a geodesic quadrangle in the right Cayley
graph of M with respect to A; for brevity we identify the words a, u, b and
v with the geodesic paths they label in this quadrangle.

The intuition of the proof is that we work our way from τv to τu marking
points at regular intervals on the geodesic labelled by b. Each of these points
will be the terminal vertex of a path labelled by a word tk from a point of
the geodesic labelled by a to that labelled by b, and each of the words tk will
have length bounded by 2δ. If b were excessively long then two of the words,
ti and tj say, must coincide. Then using left cancellativity we can perform
a cut and paste operation gluing ti along tj and in the process reduce the
length of the word b. See Figure 8 for an illustration of the argument.

In more detail, without loss of generality we may suppose that δ is an
integer. Let WA,2δ be the number of words over A of length less than or

equal to 2δ, so WA,2δ is equal to 2δ+1 if |A| = 1, and is equal to (|A|2δ+1 −
1)/(|A| − 1) otherwise. First we define

E|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v| = Dα,δ,|u|,|v| +Dα,δ,|u|,2δ +Cδ,|v| +WA,2δCδ,2δ.

Notice that if the monoid and generating set are fixed (so that |A|, α and
δ are constant) then WA,2δ and Cδ,2δ are constant, Dα,δ,|u|,|v| +Dα,δ,|u|,2δ is
bounded above by a linear function in |u|+ |v| by Lemma 6.3 and since δ is
constant, and Cδ,|v| is bounded above by a linear function in |u|+ |v|, again
by Lemma 6.3 and since δ is constant. Thus, E|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v| can be bounded
above by a linear function of |u|+ |v|.

We claim that

|b| ≤ E|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v|.

Indeed, suppose false for a contradiction. Decompose b = b1 ◦ c1 where
|c1| = Cδ,|v|. Then by considering the geodesic quadrangle (a, u, b, v) and
applying Lemma 6.3, there is a geodesic path labelled by a word t1 from a
point of a to τb1 with |t1| ≤ 2δ. Let a1 be the suffix of a leading from the
start point of this path. Now starting from i = 1, we repeatedly take the
geodesic quadrangle corresponding to (ai, u, bi, ti), and write bi = bi+1 ◦ ci+1

where |ci+1| = Cδ,|ti|. So long as |bi| > Dα,δ,|u|,|ti| we may use Lemma 6.3 to
find a geodesic path, labelled by a word ti+1 of length at most 2δ, from a
point on ai to τbi. Let ai+1 be the suffix of ai leading from the start point
of this path, and then repeat for the next value of i.

Notice that we can continue this process for at least N = WA,2δ+1 steps,
since

|b| > E|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v| ≥ Dα,δ,|u|,|v|,

which is needed for the first step,

|b| > E|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v| ≥ Cδ,|v| +Dα,δ,|u|,2δ ≥ Cδ,|v| +Dα,δ,|u|,|t1|,
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Figure 8. Proof of Lemma 6.4.

which allows the second step, and

|b| > E|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v| ≥ Cδ,|v| +WA,2δCδ,2δ +Dα,δ,|u|,2δ

≥ Cδ,|v| +

k
∑

i=1

Cδ,|ti| +Dα,δ,|u|,|tk+1|,

for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,WA,2δ, by the monotonically increasing nature of Cδ,|s|

and Dα,δ,|u|,|v|, which allows us to carry out the the third up to the (WA,2δ+
1)th step.

The result, after N steps, is depicted in Figure 8. At this point we have
N words t1, t2, . . . , tN all of length less than 2δ. By the choice of WA,2δ

and the pigeon-hole principle, it follows that there exists an i < j such that
ti = tj.

This gives rise to a decomposition a = a′a′′a′′′, where a′ labels the path
from ιa to ιti, a

′′ the path from ιti to ιtj, and a′′′ the path from ιtj to τa.
Similarly, we write b = b′b′′b′′′, where b′ labels the path from ιb to τtj , b

′′

the path from τtj to τti and b′′′ the path from τti to τb. Note that since
i 6= j, |b′′| > 0. Now we have a′a′′a′′′ub′ = a′a′′tj in the monoid, and hence
by left cancellativity, a′′′ub′ = tj . But now

(a′a′′′)u(b′b′′′) = a′(a′′′ub′)b′′′ = a′tjb
′′′ = a′tib

′′′ = v.

But b′′ is non-empty, so |b′b′′′| < |b|. Moreover, if M is cancellative and b
represents a unit then b, and hence b′b′′′ will be entirely composed of genera-
tors representing units, so b′b′′′ will also be a unit. This contradicts the min-
imality in the choice of b, and establishes the claim that |b| ≤ E|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v|.

Now, if we let β = max(α, |A|) then by Theorem 3.4 (the polygon in-
equality) we have

|a| ≤ Kβ,δ(|u|+ |v|+ |b|).

so it suffices to set

F|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v| = (Kβ,δ + 1)(|u| + |v|+ E|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v|).

The fact that F|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v| is polynomial-time computable, monotonically
increasing and bounded above by a linear function follow from the corre-
sponding properties for E|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v|. �
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For our main result concerning the D relation, we shall need the following
elementary fact about cancellative monoids, a proof of which we include for
completeness.

Lemma 6.5. Let M be a cancellative monoid and let a, b ∈ M . Then aDb
if and only if there are units q, r ∈ U(M) satisfying qar = b.

Proof. If aDb then by definition there exists c ∈M such that aLc and cRb.
The former means there are p, q ∈M with pc = a and qa = c, so qpc = c =
1.c and pqa = a = 1.a, which by cancellativity implies pq = qp = 1, so q is a
unit. A dual argument gives b = cr for some unit r, and now b = cr = qar
as required. The converse is immediate. �

We are now ready to prove our main theorem about D and J .

Theorem 6.6. Let M be a finitely generated, left cancellative monoid of
bounded indegree which is strongly hyperbolic. Then the J -order is in NP.

If, moreover, M is cancellative, then the D-relation is in NP.

Proof. Let A be a finite generating set with respect to whichM is strongly δ-
hyperbolic, and α a corresponding bound on the indegree. Suppose u, v ∈ A∗

are such that v ≤J u in M . Let u′ and v′ be geodesic words representing
the same elements as u and v respectively. Then applying Lemma 6.4 we
have au′b = v′ in M for some elements a, b ∈ A∗ with

|a|, |b| ≤ F|A|,α,δ,|u′|,|v′| ≤ F|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v|,

where the last inequality follows from the monotonicity of F|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v| as

a function of |u| + |v|. Since u = u′ and v = v′ in M , it follows also that
aub = v in M .

Thus, given words u and v, to check non-deterministically if v ≤J u
it suffices compute the constant F = F|A|,α,δ,|u|,|v|, guess words a and b of
length no more than F , and test if aub = v in M .

By Lemma 6.4, the computation of F can be performed in polynomial
time, and F itself is bounded by a polynomial function of |u| + |v|. Thus,
the words a and b to be guessed have polynomial length. Finally, the test
of whether aub = v in M can be performed in non-deterministic polyno-
mial time by Theorem 5.7. Thus, the whole procedure is possible in (non-
deterministic) polynomial time, so the J -order is in NP.

For the case of D in a cancellative monoid, let B be the set of generators
in A which represent units in M . It is easily seen that B∗ is exactly the set
of words in A∗ representing units in M . Thus, by Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5, two
words u and v represent D-related elements if and only if there are words
a, b ∈ B∗ with |a|, |b| ≤ F and aub = v in M . So to check if uDv in M , we
can use exactly the same procedure as above but considering only those a
and b in B∗. �

We note that the second part of Theorem 6.6 is not a trivial consequence
of the first, since there are finitely presented cancellative monoids for which
the relations D and J do not coincide. For instance consider the monoid M
defined by the presentation

〈 x, y, a, b | axb = y, ayb = x 〉.
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It follows from results of Adjan [1], since the relations have neither left
cycles or right cycles, that M is a cancellative monoid (in fact, it is group
embeddable). It is a straightforward exercise to verify that in this monoid
the elements represented by x and y are J -related, but they are not D-
related (since the group of units is trivial, and the R- and L-relations are
trivial).

7. Monoids which are Not Left Cancellative

The definition of strong δ-hyperbolicity makes sense for arbitrary directed
graphs, and hence for arbitrary monoids, but most of our results so far have
required a left cancellativity assumption on the monoid. One might rea-
sonably ask what can be deduced about a more general finitely generated
monoid, given only the information that it is strongly δ-hyperbolic. In this
section we present a class of finitely generated monoids which are right can-
cellative but not left cancellative and which, although strongly 0-hyperbolic,
need not even be recursively presentable. Indeed, the Cayley graph of each
monoid is in most respects very like a tree, being a rooted directed tree
with the addition of some duplicate edges, and so is likely to satisfy any rea-
sonable geometric definition of hyperbolicity. We believe this provides very
strong evidence that geometric hyperbolicity conditions cannot provide the
same kind of information about general monoids that they do about groups,
and perhaps about other restricted classes of monoids.

Given w = a1a2 · · · ar and k ∈ {1, . . . , r} write w[k] = a1 · · · ak. For each
subset I of N define

MI = 〈 a, b, c, d | ab
ic = abid (i ∈ I) 〉.

Lemma 7.1. Let w, u ∈ {a, b, c, d}∗. If w = u in MI then |w| = |u| and for
all k ∈ {1, . . . , |w|} we have w[k] = u[k] in MI .

Proof. This can be shown by a straightforward induction on the number of
applications of relations required to transform w into u. It suffices just to
consider the case where w and u are separated just by the application of
a single relation, so w = αabicβ, u = αabidβ. But in this case the result
clearly holds. �

Corollary 7.2. MI is right cancellative and J -trivial.

Proof. Suppose x, y, z ∈ MI are such that xz = yz. Choose words u, v, w
respectively to represent them, so that uw = vw inMI . Then by Lemma 7.1,
|uw| = |vw|, so |u| = |v|. Now taking k = |u| = |v| and using Lemma 7.1
again we have that u = v in MI , so x = y.

If uJ v in MI then we have puq = v and rvs = u in MI for some words
p, q, r and s. But now by Lemma 7.1 again, |u| = |rvs| = |rpuqs|, which
means p,q,r and s are all the empty word and u = v in MI . �

Proposition 7.3. For every subset I of N, MI is a finitely generated strongly
0-hyperbolic monoid.

Proof. Let Γ be the right Cayley graph of MI with respect to A = {a, b, c, d},
let (p, q, r) be a geodesic directed triangle in Γ, and let s be a geodesic
path in Γ from 1M to ιp. Suppose that ws, wp, wq and wr are the words
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labelling the paths s, p, q and r, respectively. By Lemma 7.1 we have
wswpwq[k] = wswr[k] for all k ∈ {1, . . . , |wswr|}. From this it follows that
the set of vertices visited by the path p ◦ q is equal to the set of vertices
visited by the path r. It is then immediate that the geodesic triangle (p, q, r)
is strongly 0-hyperbolic. �

Corollary 7.4. There exists a finitely generated, right cancellative, J -
trivial strongly 0-hyperbolic monoid M which is not recursively presentable
(and hence has word problem and all of Green’s relations undecidable).

Proof. Let I be a subset of the natural numbers which is not recursively
enumerable, and set M = MI . Then M is finitely generated by definition,
right cancellative and J -trivial by Corollary 7.2 and strongly 0-hyperbolic
by Proposition 7.3. Suppose for a contradiction that M were recursively
presentable. Then by enumerating a presentation and its consequences,
we could enumerate all relations which hold in M . In particular we could
enumerate those relations of the form abic = abid which hold in M . But it is
easily seen that such a relation holds if and only if i ∈ I, so this would allow
us to enumerate I, contradicting the assumption that I is not recursively
enumerable.

Since M is not recursively presentable, it does not have solvable word
problem. And since M is J -trivial, a decision process for any of Green’s
equivalence or pre-order relations would permit the solution of the word
problem. �
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